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Meetings are held on third Tuesday of each month (except December and January) at Max Fry 
Hall, Gorge Road, Trevallyn at 7.30 pm when the Northern Group library is available to members. 
  A Committee (business) meeting will be held separate to normal meetings at least every three 
months as and when required. Notice to be sent out by e-mail.   
 
Propagation Sessions are held on first Saturday of each month at Sharon Percy’s place at Grassy 
Banks, South Bridgenorth Road. Come if you can there is always plenty to do. Time is from 1 pm 
to 3 pm. Next day will be 4 September. 
 
Special welcome to new members: We look forward to seeing you at our meetings and other 
events. 
 
Activities since June 2010 newsletter: 
15 June 2010 – General Meeting - Plant of the Month was given by Noel Manning who chose 
Ficus macrophylla, the Moreton Bay fig, which he knew from his younger years in Newcastle. It is 
a very impressive big tree and is best known for its beautiful buttress roots, which are also known 
for damaging municipal footpaths. 
  
Its common name is derived from its location, Moreton Bay in Queensland. It is a large evergreen 
banyan tree of the Moraceae family that is a native of half the eastern coast of Australia, from the 
Atherton Tableland (17° S) in the north to the Illawarra (34° S) in New South Wales, and also on 
Lord Howe Island. The tree can become enormous and because of its size is planted only in large 
parks. Noel told us about a mini car parked on a sawn-off trunk. 
 
It is widely used as a feature tree in public parks and gardens around the world in warmer climates 
such as California, Portugal, Sicily and of course Australia. Old specimens can reach a tremendous 
size to heights of 60 m (200 ft). The trunk can be massive with thick, prominent buttressing and a 
diameter of 2.4 m (8 ft). The rough bark is grey-brown, and marked with various blemishes. Its 
aggressive root system precludes its use in all but the largest private gardens. 
   
Ficus macrophylla is a strangler fig of the rainforest and in this environment more often grows in 
the form of an epiphytic strangler vine than that of a tree. When a seed lands high in a host tree 
and germinates its seedling sends aerial, 'strangler' roots down the host trunk to the ground, 
eventually killing the host, and the fig tree stands alone. The aerial roots upon reaching the ground 
thicken into supplementary trunks which help to support the great weight of its crown. 
 
Ficus macrophylla is monoecious: each tree bears functional male and female flowers. As implied 
by its specific epithet, it has large, elliptic, leathery, dark green leaves, 15–30 cm (6-12 in) long 
arranged alternately on the stems. The leaves and branches bleed a milky sap if cut or broken. The 
figs are 2–2.5 cm (0.75–1 in) in diameter, turning from green to purple with lighter spots as they 
ripen; ripe fruit may be found year round, although more abundant from February to May. 
Although edible, fruits are unpalatable and dry.  
  
 Figs have an obligate mutualism with fig wasps (Agaonidae) and are only pollinated by fig wasps; 
fig wasps can only reproduce in fig flowers. Generally, each fig species depends on a single 
species of wasp for pollination. The wasps are similarly dependent on their fig species in order to 
reproduce. The Moreton Bay fig is pollinated by the fig wasp Pleistodontes froggatti. 
   
An icon of my childhood this tree populates most suburban parks in the Newcastle area where I 
grew up. There was also a fine specimen in the bottom of the main grounds of the boarding school 



that I attended in Taree. Boys climb trees. In these grounds we all tried the Jacaranda but only the 
brave dared that buttressed monster in the corner near the road.  If while walking in a suburban 
park in Newcastle you were dive bombed by the Stukas of the Australian sky, that Magpie 
probably launched its attack from the Moreton Bay Fig. 
   
Rostrum has taught me that giving a talk not only informs the listeners but also the presenter. I 
have learnt much in researching the Morton Bay Fig and I hope that you have also learnt 
something about this mainland monster.  (My thanks to Noel for the notes) 
 
Guest Speaker Dr Robert Balfour gave an interesting presentation titled Assessing and 
managing the rise of pollen-mediated gene flow from eucalypt plantations in Australia. 
  The presentation was a summary of the work Robert had done for his PhD dissertation at the 
University of Tasmania and thereafter at the CRC for Forestry on cross pollination of plantation 
grown Eucalyptus nitens and E. globulus and natively occurring Eucalypt species in Tasmania. 
Eucalypt hardwood plantations have expanded rapidly in Australia over the last 10 years and had 
covered 980,000 ha by 2009. In Tasmania ca 140,000 ha of E. nitens is cultivated and the primary 
objective of the study had been to establish to what extent artificial hybridisation had taken place 
with seven native Eucalypt species. 
 
For this study seeds were collected from native E. ovata and E. viminalis trees growing close to E. 
nitens plantations. From the seed ca 20,000 seedlings were raised and then screened by simple 
means (measuring dimensions of leaves). In that way the F1 hybrids could be easily identified. It 
was shown that most cross pollination occurred within 250 metres of the plantation. Further study 
had shown that cross pollination is highly dependent on overlap of flowering time and that it takes 
10-20 years before the hybrids get established to an appreciable extent.  
 
Also studied was the cross pollination of E. nitens with E. perriniana, a rare species in Tasmania. 
Hybridisation occurred but at a very low rate (0.02%). Advice had been given to tree growers not 
to cultivate E. nitens within 600 metres of natural stands of E. perrinniana.  E. globulus has a great 
amount of natural morphological variation and as a result the study of hybridisation had been less 
conclusive but in Robert’s opinion natural hybridisation is so common that hybridisation with 
plantation grown E. globulus has a minimal effect. (My thanks to Hans Bosman for the report) 
 
 20 July – Club Meeting. No Plant of the Month was given due to the absence of a computer. 
John Duggin will present the item later.  
  The format for the night was a: “Fiendishly Difficult Plant ID Quiz” which lived up to its 
name! Prue Wright and Janet Hallam devised the quiz. There were 17 participants at five tables. 
Each table was given three native plant specimens on six sheets and had to identify each by 
Family, Genera and Species, getting marks for each correct answer. Chocolate frogs were given to 
the winners of each sheet.   
The winners were Rosemary Verbeeten, Rosemary Whish-Wilson, Ken Saunders, Lynne 
Mockridge and visitor, Irmgaard Rosenfeldt. (Notes from Maureen, thank you.) 
 
Propagation Meetings were held on 3 July and 7 August. Each has been well attended with a 
wide variety of cuttings prepared and planted. Results no doubt will be slow at present because it 
is so cold but we will see how the cuttings go.  
  In July after afternoon tea supplied by members they sat round a fire studying books to see what 
should be propagated and read through the article in ‘Eucryphia’ on cuttings by Bruce Champion. 
It was a refresher for all.   (Thanks Sharon for the notes) 
 
A reminder that Gardner’s Friend Potting mix is available to members at the Nursery - $6 for 
25L. See Sharon. 
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Seed Punnets:  Any surplus seed/seedling punnets you may have would be very welcome and put 
to good use in the group nursery. If you can help please hand them to Sharon at the meeting or let 
her know if you have some available. Her phone no. 6396 6107 
 
Report From Heritage Forest Garden – by Lynne Mockridge 
  Since the last report there have been two working bees in the garden, neither of which have been 
well supported. That has meant those of us who do attend need to be there more often. Hopefully 
this is all about to change. 
   
At the last Heritage Forest Advisory Committee Meeting I suggested the newly formed Friends of 
Heritage Forest group, which I coordinate, should take part in a National Tree Day event at 
Heritage Forest. On the agenda at this meeting there was an item to develop a beginner’s cycle 
track at Heritage Forest. It was decided to develop this track beside the playground near the Hoo 
Hoo Hut in Conway St and to do the Tree Day planting in an area nearby. Frank, the LCC 
employee for Heritage Forest, rotary hoed and fenced the area prior to planting. 
 
 On Sunday 1 August the Friends of Heritage Forest (all 4 of us) with the assistance of LCC staff 
and Alderman Annette Waddle, members of Australian Lung Foundation, employees of Bruce 
Stephenson Toyota, members of Tamar Apex Club (who provided a sausage sizzle afterwards), an 
Extra Hands volunteer, 4 members of the Manning family who are members of both APST & 
LFNC and about a dozen people who either saw the event advertised in the Examiner or on the 
Planet Ark’s website turned up for the event.  This amounted to 63 people and we planted 1500 
trees and shrubs in 2 hours. 
  
 The Australian Lung Foundation made up 22 of that number. They were using the event to plant 
248 trees as a commemorative gesture to the number of people who die of lung disease in 
Tasmania each year. This was the first time they had taken part in such an event but as it has been 
so successful they are enthusiastic to continue next year. 
  
 I didn’t plant more than a couple of trees as I spent all my time making sure I had everyone listed 
on my sheet of paper.  Fortunately lots gave their email address and several expressed their interest 
in joining the Friends group.  I have already contacted those on email to thank them for attending 
and have had 2 confirm they are willing to join the group. 
 
  I am hopeful this event has launched the Friends of Heritage Forest and that I can keep the 
momentum going. I am already planning the next event which will be a weeding session on 
Sunday 12th September which is during Weedbuster Week.  I will invite those who took part in the 
recent planting to come and weed their plot and hopefully they can then help in our Native Garden. 
I must give credit to LCC staff Martin Spillane for helping to coordinate the event and Frank 
Buller for his job of preparing the site with both of them on hand at the event.  (Martin was on a 
walking stick with an ugg boot on his broken leg).   
   
I think there is finally more money in the Council coffers for Heritage Forest as there is now a 
second staff member and a team of Australian Conservation Volunteers are to be utilized in the 
Native Precinct shortly.  The Council is also using Community Service Order people too so all my 
griping has finally borne fruit!       (Thanks very much for your report Lynne)  
 
10 August –  Business Meeting 
 
17 August – General Meeting – Plant of the Month 
                     Speaker: Will Fletcher on Bonsai with Native Plants 
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1 September- Wattle Day is celebrated in Australia on this day. Wattles began flowering weeks 
ago and will continue to brighten the roadsides, gardens and bush areas for weeks to come. 
 Wattle Day has a long history dating back to about 1838 when wattles were first used as an 
unofficial national emblem at a local Hobart regatta.  
 The idea was adopted spasmodically over the years taking many forms, some short-lived, until on 
12 September 1988 Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha) was officially proclaimed as Australia’s 
National Emblem and on 1 September 1992 National Wattle Day was formally declared. 
   
4 September – Plant Propagation Day 
 
12 September – Heritage Forest Weeding Session.  
 
21 September -Club meeting -Speaker will be Peter Tonelli and he will speak on Native Orchids.  
 
2/3 October – Proposed weekend excursion to North-west Coast. Roy advises that Jennie 
Cranny who is an expert on the orchids of the area will guide us in the Sisters Beach area on Sat 
Oct 2nd and it is planned to do something else e.g. visit Rocky Cape on the Sunday. Unfortunately 
2 October clashes with a propagation day.  
 
EARLY NOTICE of coming excursions and events: 

Reminder of the Annual Members Get Together centred at St Helens –29-30 October.  An 
interesting programme is being developed to visit a number of natural bushland sites in the area. 
Contact Trevor or Roy for more information. 
 
Proposed weekend trip to Hobart in late November or early December with several excursions 
already suggested including a visit to Inverawe Gardens. More details later or contact Roy Skabo 
 
Launceston Environment Centre - A reminder that our Group is a member and that their 
extensive library is available to us from 9 am to 5 pm at their rooms opposite Design Centre in 
Tamar Street. 
                 
 Item that may be of interest to members: It is part of the five day Junction 2010 Regional Arts Festival a 
national Festival held every two years that is coming to Launceston from 25-30 August. Niecy Brown who 
contacted us is the curator of an exhibition titled ‘From The Heart to the Jewel’ that is part of the Festival. It 
is to be seen in the Pilgrim Uniting Church Walkway off Paterson St. leading into Civic Square. The 
exhibition opening hours are 9.30 to 5.30 Wednesday 25th to Friday 27th and 10 to 5pm Saturday and 
Sunday 28-29 August. 
 
Inspiration for the 12 large artworks and 25 smaller embroideries has come from plants that grow along 
waterways in Northern Tasmania and in Central Australia. The curator thought that members might enjoy 
both the literal and imaginative interpretations from the 50 artists involved. The project has been supported 
by the Tasmanian Community Fund, Meander Valley Council and the Australian Regional Arts Fund. The 
exhibition opening is on Thursday 26th at 1.30 and you would be very welcome to attend. 
  
Launceston Field Naturalists Club Meeting: 
APS members are welcome to attend LFNC meetings held on the first Tuesday of each month 
except January – at Scotch Oakburn College, Penquite Road at 7.30 pm. Contact 6344 2277 
    
  7 September – Jim Nelson speaker on Frogs 
11 September – Frog Outing to Exeter                  
 
Next newsletter in October 2010.                                                                 Marion Simmons
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